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R E V I E W 

 

by Professor, DSc, Eng. Hristo Ivanov Hristov, 

for director of the Directorate "Development of Armaments, Equipment, Rear Assets 

and Materials" 

Institute of Defense "Prof. Tsvetan Lazarov", 1592 Sofia, Prof. Blvd. Tsvetan 

Lazarov" 2, tel. +359 2 92 21851 

 

regarding a competition for academic position 

“ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR” 

in science major „Dynamics, ballistics and flight control of aircraft“, 

professional direction 5.5. “Transport, shipping and aviation”, 

field of higher education 5. “Technical sciences” 

 

with candidate – Ph.D. Eng. Stoyko Ognyanov Stoykov, assistant professor in 

department „Tactics, Armaments and Defense Security Systems” 

“Faculty of Aviation” of BAFA „G. Benkovski” 

 

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS PRESENTED 

On the basis of order of the Minister of Defense of Republic of Bulgaria No. ОХ 

– 926/19.11.2018 and article in State Gazette no. 39 issued on 27.05.2022 related to 

the competition announced by BAFA "G.Benkovski". for the occupation of an 

academic position "Associate Professor" in the field of higher education 5. „Technical 

sciences”, professional direction 5.5. “Transport, shipping and aviation” and science 

major „Dynamics, ballistics and flight control of aircraft“, for the needs of department 

„Tactics, Armaments and Defense Security Systems ” in “Faculty of Aviation” of 

BAFA „G. Benkovski” one candidate's documents have been received – Ph.D. Eng. 

Stoyko Ognyanov Stoykov, assistant professor in the Department of     "Tactics, 

Armaments and Defense Security Systems", "Faculty of Aviation" in BAFA "G. 

Benkovski". 

Ph.D. Stoykov attaches the following documents to the application for 
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participation in the competition: Professional resume; Certified copy of diploma for 

the educational and scientific degree "Doctor"; List of publications; Certificate of 

fulfillment of the minimum national requirements for the academic position "Associate 

Professor"; Medical work certificate; Work experience document; Monographic work 

"Effect of Forced Separation of Aviation Bombs on Technical dispersion"; Scientific 

publications; Brief summaries of scientific works and publications in Bulgarian and 

English; Reference to scientific and applied science contributions. 

The total number of works with which the candidate participated in the 

competition is 33, 28 of them proposed for review, which can be classified as follows: 

1.1. 5 works – Thesis, abstract and works related to it for obtaining the 

educational and scientific degree "doctor", not proposed for review, 

and suggested for review: 

1.2. 1 Monograph, author; 

1.3. 1 book based on a defended dissertation, author; 

1.4. 6 scientific papers at international scientific forums, author in 2; 

1.5. 20 scientific papers, author in 14. 

Of the 28 scientific works proposed for review, I accept 28 for review, 

considering that they contain scientific, scientifically-applied and applied 

contributions. 

2. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CANDIDATE'S RESEARCH, 

APPLIED AND PEDAGOGICAL ACTIVITIES 

Ph.D. Eng. Stoyko Stoykov is assistant professor in the Department of "Tactics, 

Armaments and Defense Security Systems", "Aviation" Faculty of BAFA "G. 

Benkovski". 

Graduated: 2005 Technical University - Sofia with educational qualification 

degree "Bachelor", specialty "Mechanical engineering and device engineering", 

professional qualification mechanical engineer in 2005; 2012 "Dimitar A. Tsenov" 

Academy of Economics with educational qualification degree "Master’s", specialty 

"International Economic Relations", master's program "International Business and 

Management, professional qualification - "Master of Economics"; 2014, National 
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Military University "V. Levski" with educational qualification degree "Master", 

specialty: "Aviation Armament", professional qualification - "Master - Engineer"; 

2015, National Military University "V. Levski" with educational qualification degree 

"Master", specialty: "Industrial Management", professional qualification - "Master - 

Engineer". 

In 2016, he defended a dissertation for the educational and scientific degree 

"Doctor" on the topic "Influence of technical distraction on the accuracy of bomb-

dropping", in the scientific major "Dynamics, ballistics and flight control of aircraft" 

in the field of higher education 5. "Technical sciences", professional direction 5.5 

"Transport, shipping and aviation" at the National Military University "V. Levski", 

Faculty of „Aviation“, Department of „Tactics, Armament and Navigation training“. 

He completed the following training and qualification courses: 2014 at the 

National Military University "V. Levski", specialized training in English for teachers - 

civilians level B1+ and B2; 2014 at the National University "V. Levski", Methodology 

of academic teaching, Scientific research activity; in 2018, the National Military 

University "V. Levski", Praktico - applied course in the field of technology and 

knowledge transfer, Studies and monograph and Management of intellectual property; 

2018 at the National University "V. Levski", Course "English language I level"; 2022 

CATIA V5 for Mechanical Engineers. 

2.1. The candidate's research activity is in the following areas of the 

scientific specialty "Dynamics, ballistics and flight control of aircraft": 

2.1.1. Bomb Release Accuracy Research; 

2.1.2. Study of the error of solving the aiming task; 

2.1.3. A study of the technical dispersion error; 

2.2. The applied activity of the candidate is related to participation in the 

following studies of BAFA: 

2.2.1. Methodology for conducting an experiment determining the vertical speed 

of a training aviation bomb P-50-75 forcibly separated from a beam holder MBD2-

67U. 

2.2.2. Experimental determination of the vertical speed of a practical aviation 

bomb P-50-75 forcibly separated from a beam holder MBD2-67U. 
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2.3. The pedagogical activity of Ph.D. Stoykov covers the following academic 

disciplines in the subject of the Department "Tactics, Armament and Defense Security 

Systems": 

2.3.1. Electromechanical installations - Part I; 

2.3.2. Technical documentation; 

2.3.3. Theory of Specialized Aviation Systems Part II; 

2.3.4. Electromechanical installations - Part II; 

2.3.5. Theory of mechanisms of aviation robotic systems; 

2.3.6. Theoretical foundations of control and diagnostics; 

2.3.7. Space and Security; 

2.3.8. Aviation targeting systems; 

2.3.9. Combat use and combat effectiveness of aviation armament; 

2.3.10. Aviation internal ballistics; 

2.3.11. Internship in the civil major; 

2.3.12. Aerodynamics; 

2.3.13. On-board information systems; 

2.3.14. Healthy and safe working conditions; 

2.3.15. Study practice and internship. 

as the candidate's classroom employment for the academic years is as follows, 

for the last three academic years the workload is a total of 1888.8 hours, for the 

academic year 2019/2020 it is 673 hours, for the academic year 2020/2021 it is 629.8 

hours, for the academic year 2021/2022 it is 586 hours. 

From the analysis of the scientific, research, applied and pedagogical activities, 

it can be concluded that the candidate has worked and continues to work actively in the 

field of dynamics, ballistics and flight control of aviation weapons, in particular in 

research on the accuracy of bomb release, the error of solving the aiming task, the error 

of technical dispersion. For his development as a specialist, research and teaching 

activities can be prioritized. 

I believe that the scientific and research production, pedagogical activity 

and applied activity of the candidate presented to me for review are directly 

related to the declared scientific specialty of the competition. 
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3. EVALUATION OF THE CANDIDATE'S SPECIAL TRAINING AND 

EXPERIENCE 

Ph.D. Stoykov presents 33 scientific works, 28 of them he offers for review, 

including 1 author's monograph, 1 book based on a defended dissertation, 6 nos. 

scientific articles at international scientific forums, 20 articles and reports. 

The 28 scientific papers accepted for review give a clear idea of the candidate's 

good preparation and active research and teaching activities in the field of the 

announced specialty and characterize him as a good researcher and teacher. 

Of the 28 reviewed by me. works and scientific publications, the candidate is the 

author of 18 publications, co-author in 10 publications, in 9 of which he is in first place, 

1 in second. 

The candidate has participated in research and experimental activities of the 

"G.Benkovski" BAFA on the functioning of aviation armament systems. 

Uses English and Russian languages. 

 

These brief statistic, as well as the information under item 2, allow me to assess 

that Ph.D. Stoykov has the necessary research experience, classroom 

engagement, developed methodological experience, as well as good special 

training. 

 

4. MAJOR SCIENTIFIC RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

I assess that the candidate has a good special and methodological training, as 

evidenced by his publications. 

In the monograph, S. Stoykov, Influence of forced separation of aviation bombs 

on technical dispersion, BAFA "G. Benkovski", 2022, 143 p., UDC 623.4, ISBN 978-

954-713-112-5, the main questions related to the accuracy of bomb-dropping, the 

influence of the forced separation of aviation bombs on their dispersion are presented. 

An analysis of forced release methods was performed, calculating the total error of the 

technical dispersion in both free and forced release methods of the aviation bombs. The 

forced vertical initial velocity by various methods and the probabilistic characteristics 
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of the technical dispersion with and without forced separation of an aviation bomb were 

determined [1]. 

In the book S. Stoykov, Technical Dispersion of Aviation Bombs, V. Levski 

National Military University, Faculty of “Aviation”, 2019, 161 p., ISBN 978-954-713-

133-0, the influence of technical dispersion on the accuracy of bomb-dropping is 

studied , as a fraction of the total scatter (ratio between target and technical scatter). 

Some of the causes of technical scatter are indicated, the problem affecting two aspects: 

separation safety and bomb-drop accuracy. Safe separation provides for such 

movement of bombs (payloads), not allowing collision with the aircraft, the holders 

and the loads suspended from them, such as the forced release of the aviation bombs, 

besides increasing the safety, and reducing the technical dispersion of the bombs [6.1]. 

The scientific works submitted for participation in the competition are 

distinguished by the following scientific, scientifically-applied and applied 

contributions, which can be attributed to the enrichment and further development of 

science and the application of an interdisciplinary approach to the problems of the 

scientific specialty "Dynamics, ballistics and flight control of aircraft" , concerning in 

this case the functioning of the aviation armament - solving the task of targeting, the 

accuracy of bombing and the study of the error of the technical dissipation, as follows: 

4.1. Scientific contributions 

4.1.1. Method for studying the aiming process with a structural diagram of a 

dynamic, non-linear and non-stationary aiming system, for determining the accuracy 

of solving the aiming task and the accuracy of hits when dropping bombs with 

unguided aerial bombs [8.17]. 

4.1.2. Method for determining the drag coefficient and the lift coefficient of a 

body by its geometric dimensions, verified experimentally in a wind tunnel [7.1]. 

4.1.3. Mathematical model of the aiming process, including various models of 

aircraft, aiming system, bomb and additional database, and the model was used to study 

the accuracy of bomb release and the impact of the angle of attack of the bomb in the 

presence of a disturbed area around the aircraft [8.7]. 

4.2. Scientifically-applied contributions 
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4.2.1. Modified gas-dynamic method for a pyrotechnic system and beam holder 

for determining the forced vertical initial velocity of a practical aviation bomb [1]. 

4.2.2. Mathematical model for calculating the gas-dynamic parameters of a 

pyrotechnic system to determine the thrust force for systems with one and two thrusters 

[1]. 

4.2.3. Approximate method for comparing the bomb-dropping accuracy of new 

methods solving the aiming task versus existing ones [7.2].  

4.2.4. Probabilistic characteristics of targeting errors, total error, and technical 

dissipation, with and without forced separation of a practical aviation bomb [1, 6.1, 

8.13, 8.14]. 

4.2.5. Results of research on the reduction of technical distraction during 

horizontal flight and during a dive, during the forced vertical separation of an aviation 

practice bomb [1, 6.1, 8.13, 8.14]. 

4.2.6. Interpolation formula for determining bomb behavior and time for drop in 

bomb release conditions outside of ballistic tables [8.1]. 

4.2.7. Comparative analysis of the combat capabilities of the MiG-31 and F-14, 

based on the ratio of the number of targets hit to the losses of both types of aircraft, as 

a complex performance characteristic [8.2]. 

4.2.8. Verified mathematical model for the motion of a practical aviation bomb 

and determining the attitude of the bomb in horizontal flight and dive [8.6]. 

4.2.9. Analytical formula for the calculation of the coefficient of frontal drag of 

an aviation bomb depending on its geometric dimensions, verified by blowing air on a 

model of the bomb in a wind tunnel [8.15, 8.20]. 

4.2.10. Results for the areas of possible initial altitudes, velocities and dive 

angles in which the targeting task is solved for the drop point indication and release 

moment indication methods are used in existing aiming systems, mathematical 

modeling of the aiming process [8.9, 8.14] 

4.2.11. A method for determining the ballistic characteristics of unguided bombs 

taking into account the influence of aerodynamic interference from the aircraft, aimed 

at reducing the error of technical scattering and increasing the accuracy of bomb-

release [8.14, 8.19, 8.20]. 
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4.2.11. Analytical determination of the total error of technical dissipation, which 

is a sum of partial errors caused by the variation of the bomb frontal drag and by the 

errors in the speed and angle of dive for given parameters of the turbulent flow area 

and of the initial vertical velocity of the bomb [8.3, 8.20]. 

4.2.13. Analytical determination of technical dissipation error for a fighter-

bomber aircraft type, during the free release of a training aviation bomb from horizontal 

flight, given the boundary of the turbulent flow zone, the real and calculated 

coordinates of the bomb, the partial errors entering into the total technical dispersion 

error - the partial error of the road speed has a positive sign, the other three have a 

negative sign, thus compensating the partial errors and reducing the total technical 

dissipation error [8.4, 8.14, 8.19]. 

4.3. Applied Contributions 

4.3.1. Determined fraction of the second initial moment of the technical 

dissipation in forced separation of a practical aviation bomb to the second initial 

moment of the total error in horizontal flight and dive [1, 6.1, 8.13, 8.14]. 

4.3.2. Determined the probable characteristics of the aiming error and of the total 

drop error without forced separation of the aerial bomb for various speeds and drop 

heights from level flight and dive [8.12]. 

4.3.3. Determined forced vertical initial velocity of an aviation bomb as a 

function of thrust [1]. 

4.3.4. Results of the determination of the bomb behavior in a horizontal flight 

and dive according to a mathematical model of the movement of a practical aviation 

bomb verified by the ballistic tables [8.6]. 

4.3.5. Results of a study of the probabilistic characteristics of aiming error and 

total drop error, without forced separation of the aerial bomb, for different drop speeds 

and altitudes, from horizontal flight and diving [8.12]. 

4.3.6. Results of determining the probabilistic characteristics of the bomb-

release error (root mean square deviation and mathematical expectation) from 

horizontal flight and dive, for speeds and altitudes used in existing methods for solving 

the aiming task in aviation targeting systems. [8.8]. 
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4.3.7. Results of determining the vertical initial velocity as a function of normal 

overload for two different pyro cartridges and the dependences of the vertical initial 

velocity on the mass of the aircraft bomb for the two types of pyro cartridges [8.2] 

4.3.8. Results of determining the forced vertical initial velocity for two specific 

types of aviation bombs, by the thrust coefficient and by considering the performance 

of the pyrotechnic system, for various aircraft overloads and gunpowder force [8.10]. 

4.3.9. The forced vertical initial velocity of an aviation bomb was calculated by 

a gas-dynamic calculation of the pyrotechnic system with a single pusher. [8.21]. 

4.3.10. Results of analysis on the development and use of self-powered bomb 

installations with an adaptive closed-loop forced separation system with feedback 

control of bomb motion parameters, ensuring safe separation of aviation bombs from 

aircraft during salvo launch and all ranges of combat use of the aircraft [8.23]. 

4.3.11. The use of forced ejection of aviation bombs is justified from the point 

of view of separation safety and reduction of the error of technical dissipation, based 

on an analysis of the mechanical, pneumatic, pyrohydraulic and pyrotechnic methods 

of forced ejection of aviation bombs [8.11, 8.13, 8.14, 8.19]. 

4.3.12. Results of a comparative analysis of the root mean square deviation, the 

mathematical expectation, and the second initial moment of the bomb release error for 

new and existing methods of the aiming task [7.2]. 

Statistically, the candidate has made a significant personal contribution to 

obtaining the above results. Therefore, the obtained scientific results and 

contributions are largely the personal work of the candidate. 

The candidate covers the minimum required points according to the groups 

indicators for the academic position "associate professor" for area 5. Technical 

sciences, 5.5. "Transport, shipping and aviation", according to Table 1 (LDASRB and 

Regulations for the implementation of LDASRB). Its science metric indicators meet 

the requirements of LDASRB and the Regulations for its implementation. 
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Table 1 

Indicator 

Group 

Content Requirements for 

AP „Associate 

Professor“ 

Points of the 

candidate 

A Indicator 1 50 50 

B Indicator 2 - - 

C Indicators 3 and 4 100 100 

D Sum of indicators from 

5 till 11 

200 434,98 

E Sum of indicators from 

12 till 15 

50 136 

F Sum of indicators from 

16 till the end 

- - 

Σ  400 720,98 

 

5. SIGNIFICANCE AND APPLICATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS 

The above-mentioned scientific, scientific and applied contributions of the 

candidate are important for the development of the scientific specialty "Dynamics, 

Ballistics and Flight Control of Aircraft". 

The candidate has popularized and presented the results of his research at 

scientific forums in Bulgaria and abroad, and through his teaching activities. 

As a reviewer, I can summarize the scientific results and contributions in 

the candidate's works in the following areas: 

5.1. Bomb release accuracy research [1, 6.1, 7.1, 8.1, 8.2, 8.6, 8.7, 8.12, 8.15, 

8.16]; 

5.2. An investigation of the error of solving the aiming task [1, 6.1, 8.8, 8.9, 8.17, 

8.18]; 

5.3. A study of the technical dissipation error [1, 6.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4, 8.5, 8.10, 

8.11, 8.13, 8.14, 8.19, 8.20, 8.21, 8.23]. 
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The level of the achieved results fully meets the requirements of the LDASRB 

and the Regulations to the law. 

6. CRITICAL NOTES 

6.1. It is necessary to popularize the research results not only in the country, but 

also more outside it. 

6.2. Given the obtained scientific and applied scientific results, I recommend the 

candidate to increase his activity in the applied part of research. 

7. CONCLUSION 

Dr. Eng. Stoyko Ognyanov Stoykov is an established scientist with in-depth 

knowledge and a creative approach in the field of the scientific specialty 

"Dynamics, Ballistics and Flight Control of Aircraft", a good teacher, he has good 

special training. 

Bearing in mind the scientific results and contributions in the candidate's 

works, the results of the scientific, research and educational activities, the 

significance of the scientific applied production, according to the science metric 

indicators, I recommend the respected Scientific Jury to choose Dr. Eng. Stoyko 

Ognyanov Stoykov for the academic position "Assistant Professor" at BAFA "G. 

Benkovski" in the scientific specialty "Dynamics, ballistics and flight control of 

aircraft", professional direction 5.5. "Transport, shipping and aviation", field of 

higher education 5. "Technical sciences". 

 

 

Sofia           Professor, DSc, Eng.                     Hristo Ivanov Hristov 

15.09.2022. 


